Modeling and control of non-square MIMO system using relay feedback.
This paper proposes a systematic approach for the modeling and control of non-square MIMO systems in time domain using relay feedback. Conventionally, modeling, selection of the control configuration and controller design of non-square MIMO systems are performed using input/output information of direct loop, while the output of undesired responses that bears valuable information on interaction among the loops are not considered. However, in this paper, the undesired response obtained from relay feedback test is also taken into consideration to extract the information about the interaction between the loops. The studies are performed on an Air Path Scheme of Turbocharged Diesel Engine (APSTDE) model, which is a typical non-square MIMO system, with input and output variables being 3 and 2 respectively. From the relay test response, the generalized analytical expressions are derived and these analytical expressions are used to estimate unknown system parameters and also to evaluate interaction measures. The interaction is analyzed by using Block Relative Gain (BRG) method. The model thus identified is later used to design appropriate controller to carry out closed loop studies. Closed loop simulation studies were performed for both servo and regulatory operations. Integral of Squared Error (ISE) performance criterion is employed to quantitatively evaluate performance of the proposed scheme. The usefulness of the proposed method is demonstrated on a lab-scale Two-Tank Cylindrical Interacting System (TTCIS), which is configured as a non-square system.